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This presentation contains forward-looking statements and information (collectively, "forward-looking information") within the meaning of applicable securities laws that reflect our expectations regarding the future growth, results of operations, 

performance, business prospects, and opportunities of the Company. All information and statements contained herein that are not clearly historical in nature constitute forward-looking information, and the words "anticipate", "believe", 

"continue", "could", "expects", "intend", "plans", "postulates", "predict", "will" or similar expressions suggesting future conditions or events or the negative of these terms are generally intended to identify forward-looking information. Forward-

looking information involves known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking information. In addition, this presentation may 

contain forward-looking information attributed to third party industry sources. Undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking information, as there can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which it is based 

will occur. In particular, the forward-looking information in this presentation includes information relating to our business and strategy, including our outlook for our financial and operating performance including our expectations for our future 

financial results including sales and adjusted EBITDA, industry demand and market conditions; the anticipated ongoing impacts of the COVID-19 outbreak on our business, operations and financial results; the estimated costs to the Company 

that may result from the Grain Bin Incident including costs of remediation and the availability of insurance coverage to offset such costs; long term fundamentals and growth drivers of our business; expectations regarding planted acres and 

weather conditions; the launch of AGI SureTrack 2.0 and the cross-selling opportunities related to AGI SureTrack and the impact on our market share and margins; our ability to efficiently re-start post the COVID-19 crisis; our outlook for 2020 

Canadian Farm Market, U.S. Farm Market, Crop Volumes, North American Commercial Business and International Commercial Business; and with respect to our ability to achieve the expected benefits of recent acquisitions and the 

contribution therefrom. Such forward-looking information reflects our current beliefs and is based on information currently available to us, including certain key expectations and assumptions concerning: the anticipated impacts of the COVID-19 

outbreak on our business, operations and financial results; anticipated grain production in our market areas; financial performance; the scope, nature, timing and cost of work that will be required in connection with the Grain Bin Incident; the 

financial and operating attributes of recently acquired businesses and the anticipated future performance thereof and contributions therefrom; business prospects; strategies; product and input pricing; regulatory developments; tax laws; the 

sufficiency of budgeted capital expenditures in carrying out planned activities; political events; currency exchange and interest rates; the cost of materials; labour and services; the value of businesses and assets and liabilities assumed 

pursuant to recent acquisitions; the impact of competition; the general stability of the economic and regulatory environment in which the Company operates; the timely receipt of any required regulatory and third party approvals; the ability of the 

Company to obtain and retain qualified staff and services in a timely and cost efficient manner; the timing and payment of dividends; the ability of the Company to obtain financing on acceptable terms; the regulatory framework in the 

jurisdictions in which the Company operates; and the ability of the Company to successfully market its products and services.

Forward-looking information involves significant risks and uncertainties. A number of factors could cause actual results to differ materially from results discussed in the forward-looking information, including the effects of global outbreaks of 

pandemics or contagious diseases or the fear of such outbreaks, such as the recent COVID-19 pandemic, including the effects on the Company's operations, personnel, and supply chain, the demand for its products and services, its ability to 

expand and produce in new geographic markets or the timing of such expansion efforts, and on overall economic conditions and customer confidence and spending levels, changes in international, national and local macroeconomic and 

business conditions, as well as sociopolitical conditions in certain local or regional markets, weather patterns, crop planting, crop yields, crop conditions, the timing of harvest and conditions during harvest, the ability of management to execute 

the Company’s business plan, seasonality, industry cyclicality, volatility of production costs, agricultural commodity prices, the cost and availability of capital, currency exchange and interest rates, the availability of credit for customers, 

competition, AGI’s failure to achieve the expected benefits of recent acquisitions including to realize anticipated synergies and margin improvements; changes in trade relations between the countries in which the Company does business 

including between Canada and the United States; cyber security risks; the risk that the assumptions and estimates relating to the costs to the Company of the Incident and underlying the provision for warranty accrual and remediation related 

thereto and insurance coverage for the Grain Bin Incident will prove to be incorrect as future information becomes available to the Company . These risks and uncertainties are described under "Risks and Uncertainties" in our MD&A, our 

annual MD&A and in our most recently filed Annual Information Form, all of which are available under the Company's profile on SEDAR (www.sedar.com). These factors should be considered carefully, and readers should not place undue 

reliance on the Company's forward-looking information. We cannot assure readers that actual results will be consistent with this forward-looking information. Readers are further cautioned that the preparation of financial statements in 

accordance with IFRS requires management to make certain judgments and estimates that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses and the disclosure of contingent liabilities. These estimates may change, 

having either a negative or positive effect on profit, as further information becomes available and as the economic environment changes. Without limitation of the foregoing, the provision for warranty accrual and remediation related to the Grain 

Bin Incident requires significant estimates and judgments about the scope, nature, timing and cost of work that will be required. It is based on management’s assumptions and estimates at the date thereof and is subject to revision in the future 

as further information because available to the Company. The forward-looking information contained herein is expressly qualified in its entirety by this cautionary statement. The forward-looking information included in this presentation is made 

as of the date of this presentation and AGI undertakes no obligation to publicly update such forward-looking information to reflect new information, subsequent events or otherwise unless so required by applicable securities laws.

SAFE HARBOUR STATEMENT
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LEADING SUPPLIER
OF GLOBAL FOOD
INFRASTRUCTURE SOUTH

AMERICA

NORTH
AMERICA EMEA

APAC

Global Operations with Regional Hubs

AGI’s mission: to supply the world’s food infrastructure, 

and in the process, enrich the lives of our employees, 

customers, and shareholders, and the communities of 

which we are a part



FROM INPUTS TO CONSUMPTION, FOOD INFRASTRUCTURE IS CRITICAL
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5 PLATFORMS

6 CONTINENTS

7 COMPONENTS

What is Food Infrastructure:

• The equipment brought together to form 

systems which are required to facilitate the 

movement of inputs to the field, then the 

movement of the grain grown along each 

node of the global food supply chain

• Food infrastructure is mandatory to the 

global food supply chain and requires 

robust ongoing investment to maintain 

and match population growth

5-6-7
S T R ATEGY
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AGI | SNAPSHOT

OVERVIEW
AGI is a provider of the physical equipment and digital 

technology solutions required to support global food 

infrastructure including grain, fertilizer, seed, feed, and food 

processing systems.

AGI has 30 manufacturing facilities across Canada, the 

United States, Brazil, India, France, and Italy and distributes 

its product globally.

=
$1.3B 

Sales
=

$198M 
Adjusted
EBITDA

Revenue by segment

FARM

50%

COMMERCIAL

39%

FOOD

8%
DIGITAL

3%

Revenue by geography

U.S.

45%
CANADA

21%

APAC

11%

SouthAm

13%

EMEA

10%

Capital markets perspective

Enterprise Value

$1.6B

Ticker

TSX: AFN

Dividend Yield

1.8%

Revenue and adjusted EBITDA figures represent last twelve months (LTM) including Q3 2021 to Q2 2022

Capital markets data as of August 10, 2022



SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM
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Jim Rudyk Tim Close Paul Householder

Chief Financial Officer President & CEO Chief Operating Officer

Paul Brisebois Neal Dilawri Jason Tatge Cristiano Carpin Scott McKernan Rajan Aggarwal

SVP, Canada SVP, ERP Solutions SVP, AGI Digital VP, EMEA SVP, USA VP, India

Francisco Prado Nicolle Parker David Postill Noam Silberstein Ryan Kipp Marie McKeegan

VP, Operations Brazil SVP, Finance & IS SVP, Marketing and 
Customer Experience

SVP, Global Market Strategies SVP, Legal SVP, Human Resources



AGI | STRATEGIC EVOLUTION
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1996-2014

Farm Segment 

Consolidation

Consolidation of the on-

farm agriculture equipment 

industry, primarily in North 

America

Segment & Geographic 

Expansion

Investment to diversify by 

product, market, and 

geography; embedding 

resilience into AGI’s business 

model and reducing the 

impact of regional 

events/conditions

Integration, Optimization,

& Organic Growth

Deepening the level of 

integration across AGI to 

support a high-rate of 

sustainable organic growth

2015 - 2020 2021 - 2025
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AGI supplies

equipment, systems, 

and technology to the 

food processing industry 

Large diversified global 

business with leading 

brands

30 global manufacturing facilities

4,200 employees

Stable foundation 

through market leading 

catalogue in North 

American Farm business

Commercial market 

growth opportunities in 

North America and 

internationally across 

both AGI Food and AGI 

Commercial

AGI Digital is a rapidly growing and 

market-leading IoT driven end-to-end technology platform

AGI COMMERCIAL

AGI FARM

AGI FOOD

OVERVIEW

AGI DIGITAL
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#1 global manufacturer 

of Portable grain 

handling equipment

Robust product 

catalogue across Seed, 

Fertilizer, Grain

Strong brand portfolio

(Westeel, Westfield, 

Batco, NECO, etc.)

Extensive dealer 

and distribution 

network

Established footprint in

North America and Brazil 

with international growth 

opportunities

LTM sales of $671M, 

50% of total1

FARM
OVERVIEW

1. Last twelve months (LTM) including Q3 2021 to Q2 2022
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#1 manufacturer 

of enclosed belt

conveyors globally

Full product suite

to support small to 

large-scale grain 

handling operations

Blue-chip and 

diversified customer 

base

Thousands of 

reference sites

globally

LTM sales of 

$512M, 

39% of total1

Opportunity in

emerging markets 

due to significant 

infrastructure gap

Veteran leadership

team managing 

regional operations

COMMERCIAL
OVERVIEW

1. Last twelve months (LTM) including Q3 2021 to Q2 2022
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Unique end-to-end 

capabilities

Food processors 

looking to reduce 

in-house 

engineering 

expenses

Product and 

ingredient changes 

driving capacity 

expansion and 

equipment investment

Customers 

looking for global 

supply partners with 

deep capabilities

LTM sales of $104, 

8% of total1,2

Strong relationships 

with large 

multinational food 

manufacturers

Operations across 

North America and 

Europe

FOOD
OVERVIEW

1. Last twelve months (LTM) including Q3 2021 to Q2 2022

2. Contribution from Eastern Fabricators is only in Q1 & Q2 2022 of the LTM period
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Hardware, systems, and 

controls loT connects AGI 

physical infrastructure 

assets to platform

High margin business 

with solid market share 

in a rapidly growing 

addressable market 

($12B TAM estimate)2

Farm digitization rapidly 

increasing; automating 

data collection & 

simplifying farm 

management

Solutions for Farm

and Commercial; 

practical operational 

data and grain sales 

marketplace 

LTM sales of $36M, 

3% of total1

Core value proposition 

of automated grain 

conditioning and live 

monitoring to prevent 

degradation in grain quality

Vertically integrated: 

design and manufacture 

IoT hardware, firmware, 

and development of all 

software

1. Last twelve months (LTM) including Q3 2021 to Q2 2022

2. Total addressable market (TAM) as assessed by management

DIGITAL
OVERVIEW



AGI | MACRO GROWTH DRIVERS
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Demand for AGI 

products is driven 

by several systemic 

global trends

• Global food and feed consumption

• Growing crop volumes & production

• Increasing grain exports & trade

• Critical grain handling infrastructure in 

developing world

• Digitalization of the farm

• Growing population



AGI | CUSTOMERS BY SEGMENT
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AGI | CUSTOMERS BY SEGMENT

FARM

Equipment dealers & 

distributors
Farmers

COMMERCIAL

Large grain

traders

In-land

terminals

Ports,

railways

Feed mills,

fertilizer 

distributors

FOOD

Food manufacturers
Pet food 

manufacturers

DIGITAL

Direct sales
Strategic partners

Equipment dealers Ag retailers

(i.e. food manufacturers, 
large grain traders)



STRATEGIC GROWTH
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2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2011

2010

2007

2006

2005

2004

2000

1998

1997

1996 

EASTERN FABRICATORS

FARMOBILE

COMPASS

IMPROTECH    INTELLIFARMS    MILLTEC

CMC    JUNGE CONTROL    DANMARE    SABE

MFS    YORK    STORMOR    BROWNIE    HUTCHINSON    MAYRATH    NECO    SENTINEL

AGI BRASIL    NUVISION    MMS    YARGUS

WESTEEL    PTM    FRAME    VIS

REM

AIRLANCO

TRAMCO

TWISTER    UNION IRON

HI ROLLER

GRAIN GUARD

AGI IPO

WESTFIELD

WHEATHEART

BATCO 

AGI FOUNDED NOVEMBER 1996
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AGI DIGITAL
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IOT EMBEDDED IN FARM + COMMERCIAL



AGI DIGITAL  |  PILLARS
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HARDWARE, SYSTEMS, 
AND CONTROLS IOT

DIGITAL PLATFORM OMNI-CHANNEL 
APPROACH

Connects AGI physical 

infrastructure assets to 

platform; vertically integrated 

design and manufacturing

Receives, refines, 

standardizes data, 

and presents 

visualizations

Dealer, Direct, Strategic, Ag 

Retail channels



CONNECTED, INTEROPERABLE, VALUABLE
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GRAIN

ELEVATOR

FEED MILL

PROCESSOR

FARM

AG RETAIL

FIELD

BIN

MARKET



RIGHT TO WIN  |  PRODUCT
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UNIQUE 
ASSETS

• Bin monitoring

• Field & fleet 

activity

• Differentiated 

grain marketing 

platform

Tillage EFR

Planting EFR

Harvest EFR

Fertility Layer

Pre-emerge Layer

Spray #1 EFR

Spray #2 EFR
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FINANCIALS



FINANCIALS – KEY MESSAGES
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Across segments 

and geographies
Well-positioned for 

accelerating growth 

& record results

Margin stability  

despite 

unprecedented 

challenges

Strong cash flow 

to manage 

leverage; capital 

available to grow

DIVERSIFIED 
BUSINESS 

MODEL

STRONG
GUIDANCE

& OUTLOOK

RESILIENT
MARGINS

BALANCE
SHEET

MANAGEMENT



DIVERSIFIED BUSINESS MODEL
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Farm, 50%

Commercial, 
39%

Food, 8%
Digital, 3%

U.S., 45%

Canada, 21%

APAC, 11%

SouthAm, 13%

EMEA, 10%

• Diversified across Farm, Commercial, 
Food, Digital businesses

• Geographic diversification

• Established and expanding presence 
in high growth markets

• Less susceptible to regional 
conditions

• Rapidly growing Digital platform

• Enhanced supply chain sophistication to 
manage costs

LTM SALES BREAKDOWN

1. Last twelve months (LTM) including Q3 2021 to Q2 2022



SUSTAINABLE GROWTH & RESILIENT MARGINS
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$222 
$263 

$293 
$261 

$302 

$390 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

$40 

$49 $51 
$44 $46 

$66 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

31.5% 31.5% 31.6% 32.2%

29.9%
31.5%

18.0%
18.7%

17.5%
16.9%

15.3%
16.9%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

SALES ($M)

ADJUSTED GROSS MARGIN %

ADJUSTED EBITDA MARGIN %

ADJUSTED EBITDA ($M)

Q2 2022

Note: adjusted gross margin excludes depreciation and amortization from cost of goods sold



SUSTAINABLE GROWTH & RESILIENT MARGINS
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Annual

$122 

$148 $144 $149 

$176 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

31.6% 31.1% 31.1%
32.1% 30.4%

16.2% 15.9%
14.4% 14.9% 14.7%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

SALES ($M)

ADJUSTED EBITDA ($M)

ADJUSTED GROSS MARGIN %

ADJUSTED EBITDA MARGIN %

$750 

$934 $1,000 $1,000 

$1,199 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Note: adjusted gross margin excludes depreciation and amortization from cost of goods sold



STRONG GUIDANCE & OUTLOOK
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1. 2022 outlook: record adjusted EBITDA, >$215M 

• Continuation of strong sales growth expected 

across all business segments & geographies

• International growth: geographic, product, 

market share

• U.S. growth: Farm segment market share

• Resilient margins in challenging conditions

• Focus on deleveraging

2. Robust backlog: significantly above prior year 

• Provides excellent visibility into H2 2022 

• Fundamentally represents contribution from new 

businesses and geographies

• Not driven by industry or economic cycles

=



SUSTAINABLE GROWTH DRIVERS
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Farm

• Inelastic demand with short replacement cycles

• Secular trend of rising crop volumes globally

• Barriers to entry: extensive distribution channels & share leader 

Commerical

• Massive infrastructure deficit in critical growing regions such as 

Brazil and India

• Uniquely positioned to support investment in the global food 

supply chain to build resilience for future shock-events

• Mix of new builds and regular maintenance on installed base

Food

• Unique ‘design, supply, manage’ model

• Strong relationships with major global clients

• Extremely large, growing total addressable market  

Digital

• Ongoing digitalization of the farm

• Omni-channel approach to maximize customer reach

• Lead position in carbon credit market development



FREE CASHFLOW & LEVERAGE
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Last twelve months as of June 30, 2022

000s CAD

Adjusted EBITDA 198,385

Interest expense (cash) -42,318

Income taxes (cash) -13,136

Maintenance CAPEX -8,636

Free cash flow before growth CAPEX, M&A, W/C 134,295

Dividends -11,286

Discretionary cash flow 123,009

$

Continued focus on debt reduction:

✓ Strong EBITDA growth promotes leverage ratio improvement

✓ Light maintenance CAPEX requirements

✓ Working capital management focus

Liquidity and capital availability to support growth:

• As of June 30, 2022:

✓ Cash-on-hand of $55M

✓ Credit facility availability of $167M

=
NET

LEVERAGE
at June 30, 2022

SENIOR

2.7x

TOTAL

4.8x
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ESG & SUSTAINABILITY
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AGI’S COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY

✓ Published inaugural Sustainability 

Roadmap in December 2020

✓ Fifteen material topics grouped into four 

focus areas

✓ Built internal capability to execute 

our ESG & Sustainability strategy

✓ Released 2021 SASB Index

✓ As a supplier of the world’s food 

infrastructure, our equipment solutions

and technologies reduce post-harvest 

losses and increase food security
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SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM | CURRENT HIGH FOCUS AREAS

Diversity & Inclusion

• Executive working group formed

• Mission statement created

• Employee engagement survey planned for H2/22

• Unconscious bias training planned for H2/22

• Multi-year D&I roadmap in development

GHG Emissions

• AGI is working with an external consultant, KPMG, to support us with the quantification of our 

carbon footprint

• Initial results on Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions for the baseline year of 2021 expected by the 

end of 2022
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OPERATIONS



AGI GLOBAL OPERATIONS
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10

10

1

5

3

Global Operations with Regional Hubs

30 MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
SALES INTO 95 COUNTRIES

CANADA

USA
EUROPE

INDIA

11



AGI IN:
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=

• Strong Farm sales

• Leading brands

• Established channels 

• Robust Commercial and Food platforms

• Digital business focus

11

10

NORTH AMERICA

Canada

USA



AGI | NORTH AMERICAN FACILITIES (SELECT)
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SIOUX FALLS, SD

ROSENORT, MB LENEXA, KS

NEWTON, ON

WINNIPEG, MB

GRAND ISLAND, NE



NORTH AMERICA – CANADA: FARM
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Swift Current, Saskatchewan Swift Current, Saskatchewan La Salle, Manitoba

Gilbert Plains, Manitoba Gladstone, Manitoba



NORTH AMERICA – USA: FARM
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Cameron, Illinois

Grand Island, Nebraska

Louisiana Bowen, Illinois

Grand Island, Nebraska



NORTH AMERICA – COMMERCIAL
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Kalama, Washington

Greenwood, South Carolina

Red Cloud, Nebraska

Wayland, Iowa Clay Center, Kansas Hamilton, Ontario



NORTH AMERICA – FERTILIZER
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Hastings, Nebraska

Hardin, Missouri

Brule, NebraskaKansas, Illinois

Galva, Illinois

Grinnell, Iowa

Galva, Illinois



NORTH AMERICA – FOOD

41



AGI IN:
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=

• Established Brazil operations, channels, 
management team

• Robust product offering across Farm and 
Commercial

• Inflection point: rapid market share growth

1

SOUTH AMERICA

Brazil



AGI | BRAZIL MANUFACTURING FACILITY
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BRAZIL
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Brasil

Abadiania – GO, Brazil

Tailândia – PA, Brazil



SOUTH AMERICA
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Argentina

Puerto Paredón, Itapúa, Paraguay



AGI IN:
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=

• Leading market share in fragmented markets

• Robust expansion opportunities

• Leading product offerings

• Consolidation of manufacturing capacity

5

EMEA

EMEA

Italy



AGI | EMEA MANUFACTURING FACILITIES (SELECT)
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EMEA

48

Ukraine

Romania

Poland

Ukraine



AGI IN:
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=

• #1 market share in rice processing

• Robust growth opportunities

• Expanding product line to enter new market 
segments across India

• Continuing to expand in Southeast Asia

3

APAC

APAC

India



AGI | APAC/INDIA MANUFACTURING FACILITIES (SELECT)
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SOUTHEAST ASIA
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Indonesia

Bangladesh Philippines Bangladesh 



AUSTRALIA
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Horsham, Australia

Adelaide, Australia



INDIA
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Coscharis Farms Nigeria

Central India Project

West Bengal Project , IndiaTanisk Project , India


